
BACKWARD INCLINED CENTRIFUGAL FANS

Centrifugal Fans, Non-Overloading, Backward Inclined 
MVA, MVZ, MVX & MVW Series with laminar blades
MAVA, MAVZ & MAVX  Series with aerofoil  blades

Features
The combination of scientifically designed aerofoil or laminar ( single thickness) blades with the highly
desirable non-overloading power characteristic of backward inclined blades produce fans that offers the
ultimate in high efficiency and quiet operation.

The laminar bladed fan is used for general purpose applications and can
tolerate very light dust load while the higher efficiency aerofoil bladed 
fan is used to achieve substancial power saving in large sized fans. The
aerofoil bladed series are only suitable for clean air applications.

Both single width single inlet (SWSI) and double width double inlet
(DWDI) fans are available. For DWDI fans delivering twice the volume at
the same static pressure, multiply fan RPM by 1.01, and multiply fan
absorbed power by 2.04. 

The above fans are custom built to optimise the mechanical design to
achieve excellent performance that will assist our customers to find 
competitive solutions to their air movement problems. All the fan 
components are liberally sized to ensure long trouble free life.

The mechanical design can  be tailored to
meet different operating conditions ie. 
temperature, corrosion, noise, dust load,
humidity, abrasion, space limitation etc. The
fan handing can be adapted to meet your
specific requirement without restrictions.

Construction
Casing - Heavy welded construction from
plate steel. Side plates stiffened to prevent
drumming. Scroll designed to optimise fan
pressure developed by impeller. 
Impeller - ruggedly built, welded mild steel
construction, dynamically balanced to
International Standard ISO 1940, to ensure
smooth running without vibration. 
Pedestal - top & sides fabricated from heavy
mild steel plate.

Optional Extras
Silencers, lagged casing, filters, guards,
dampers, inlet boxes, variable inlet vanes,
anti-vibration mounts, matching flanges, 
flexible connections, wear plates on impeller
and housing, split housing, corrosive resistant
coatings, stainless steel housing & impeller,
anti-sparking construction.

Applications
General air handling, pneumatic conveying,
pollution control, ventilation, drying, cooling,
exhausting, extraction of fumes, chemical
processing, combustion, food processing etc. 

Laminar Aerofoil

SWSI DWDI
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MAVA 320 fan, Arr.1, 45kw c/w discharge damper, silencer and elbow.
Grain dust collection system.



BACKWARD INCLINED CENTRIFUGAL FANS
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MVZ 630 Fan, Arr.8, Coupling Driven, 300kw MVZ 191 Fan, Arr. 9 with cooling fin for high
temperature

MVW 360 Fans, Arr. 1, 75kw MVX 240 Fan, Arr. 9, 7.5kw

MAVA 540 Fan, Arr.3, DWDI, 90kw c/w discharge damper MVZ 340 (75kw), MVX 340 (55kw) and MVX 240 (30kw) Fans,
Arr. 1 c/w discharge silencers



MVA SERIES
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MAVA SERIES
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MVZ SERIES
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MAVZ SERIES
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MVX SERIES
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MAVX SERIES
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MVW SERIES
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MVA, MAVA, MVZ, MAVZ SERIES
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MVX, MAVX SERIES
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MVW SERIES
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MVR SERIES

MVR Series
Radial Tip Centrifugal Fans 

The MVR range of radial tip centrifugal fans are similar in contruction to the laminar bladed centrifugal
fans.  However the impeller blades are curved at the leading edge while the blade tips are radial to 
provide a self-cleaning action.

Radial tip centrifugal fans are used mainly in large sizes (above 750 mm wheel diameter) for light to
moderate loading of dust, dirt, powder, flakes, process exhausts and  industrial applications involving
hot gases. The radial tip is an important feature in the presence of dust, fly ash etc. Material buildup on
the blade, which causes unbalance and vibration is avoided. Wear plates for abrasive particles can be
supplied.

MVR fans do not have the non-overloading characteristics and have a steadily rising power curve.
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M SERIES

M Series
Dust Fans 

Rugged construction provides long trouble free performance under arduous conditions.
The impellers have radial blades which are easy to clean and prevent material build-up or deposit. Its
rigid construction from heavy steel plate will ensure many years of trouble free service.

Radial bladed fans produce a power curve which is almost a straight line rising from a minimum at zero
flow to a maximum at maximum flow.  These fans normally do not surge or pulsate at low volumes.  At
high speeds they tend to be noisy.

Types Of Impellers And Applications:

Type M Impeller - the radial blades are welded to the backplate and front shroud. This
impeller is suitable for air containing granular material, sawdust, grain, particle laden
industrial process air or gases.

Type L Impeller - the radial blades are welded to the backplate with an open front. This
impeller is designed for handling long stringy material, fibrous material such as textile
scrap, wool, wood shavings and paper trim segments. It is not suitable for continuous
paper trim handling.

Type O Impeller (paddle) - the radial blades are welded to a heavy duty steel hub. This
impeller is designed for heavy or abrasive dust, conveying of air or gases containing
sticky material that would have a tendency to build up on other types of impellers. The
paddle design facilitates coating or attaching replaceable bolt-on wear plates. 

Chopper Impeller - the radial blades are welded to a conical backplate with an open front. This impeller
has polished surfaces and is designed for handling continuous paper trim. The blades of the impeller
have sharp and hardened cutting edges, which can be supplied as a bolt-on option.

Construction
Casing - heavy welded construction from plate steel. Side plates stiffened to prevent drumming. Scroll
designed to optimise fan pressure developed by impeller.
Pedestal - top & sides fabricated from heavy mild steel plate.

Optional Extras 
Anti-vibration mounts, matching flanges, split housing, corrosive resistant coatings, stainless steel 
housing & impeller, anti-sparking construction, high temperature construction.

Arr. 1 Belt Driven Chopper Fan with Cutting Edges on Impeller, Arr. 9
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M SERIES
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M SERIES
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M SERIES
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M SERIES
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MINE VENTILATION FANS

Mine Ventilation Fans
Two-Stage Axial Flow Fans - Contra-Rotating  

Features
* High Quality Aerofoil Bladed Cast Aluminium Impellers
* Robustly Designed Casings, Flanges & Motor Mounting Brackets
* Fully Welded Construction With Heavy Duty Hanging Brackets 
* Totally Enclosed Air Over Motors, With Minimum IP55 Protection
* External Terminal Boxes - Fully Welded Steel Construction
* Wire Mesh Guards At Fan Inlet For Protection
* Bag Adaptors At Fan Discharge (Optional)
* Inlet Cone With Guard (Optional)
* External Greasing Points For Motors (Optional)

Proven Performers - Over the past 20 years, our extensive skills and 
experience have gone into supplying numerous contra-rotating axial
flow fans for underground mine ventilation throughout Australia, 
particularly the Kalgoorlie region of Western Australia.

AF 1220 Two Stage Fan, Heavy Duty, 55kw per stage
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MISCELLANEOUS

Inline centrifugal fans

The Aerotech inline centrifugal fans are heavy duty industrial type,
non-overloading fans which are quiet and compact. The consolidation of the 
centrifugal wheel in a tube with guide vanes produce a highly efficient performance
characteristics comparable to scroll type centrifugal fans but with minimum space
requirements similar to that of axial flow fans. The tubular design eliminates the
need for duct turns and transition pieces, thus providing simpler and less costly
installation. The inlet and outlet diameters are identical and the fan can be 
mounted vertically or horizontally.

Acoustically Lagged Centrifugal fans

The Aerotech range of centrifugal fans can all be acoustically lagged
to reduce radiated noise from the fan casing. The whole casing is 
double skinned and insulated with sound absorbent material. It is
more economical to purchase a lagged fan than to acoustically insu-
late the fan casing on site to meet the necessary noise requirements. 

Petrol Engine Driven 
centrifugal fans

These fans are ideal for use in remote areas
where electricity supply is not easily available.

Plug Fans  for high 
temperature

The Aerotech plug fans are solidly welded,
non-overloading fans which can be square
panel mounted to the side or top of oven
dryer panel. The mounting panel is insulated.
These fans are designed for internal opera-
tion in furnaces, ovens or kilns where air has
to be exhausted, re-circulated, or distributed.
Plug units eliminate ductwork and special
mounting platforms.
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MVX 320 s/s fan, Arr.1, 90kw HP 332 fan, Arr.8, Coupling Driven, 22kw HP 406 fan, Arr.1, 120kw

F 24 Fan MVZ 160 fan

Direct Driven Belt Driven


